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1. Introduction
1.1

Introduction to Nodejs

Node(also known as Node.js, Nodejs, Node JS)[1] is an event driven I/O framework for the V8
JavaScript engine. It is intended for writing scalable network programs such as web servers.
Programs are written in JavaScript, using eventdriven, Asynchronous I/O to minimize overhead
and maximize scalability. It’s based on Google’s runtime implementation — the aptly named
“V8” engine. But, whereas V8 supports mainly JavaScript in the browser (most notably, Google
Chrome), Node aims to support longrunning server processes consumption.
Unlike other modern environments, a Node process doesn't rely on multithreading to support
concurrent execution; it is based on an asynchronous, eventdriven I/O model. Its eventdriven,
nonblocking I/O model makes it lightweight and efficient, ideal for dataintensive realtime
applications that run across distributed servers.

1.2

Background

The Internet is continually evolving and presents a number of challenges to web application
designers. Large internet services must deal with concurrency at an unprecedented scale. High
traffic demands services to better handle concurrent sessions. As the need for Internet services
grows, new system design techniques must be used to manage this load.
There are two prevalent strategies[2] for handling concurrency in web servers: 
threads and
events
. Web applications implement threading by assigning each incoming request to a separate
thread of execution. For example Apache uses the approach in its multi processing module
worker MPM[6]. Contrastingly, eventbased systems, utilize a single thread to process events,
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such as incoming request, from a queue. Each approach has some inherent advantages and
disadvantages.
Building highly concurrent systems is inherently difficult. Structuring code to achieve high
throughput is not wellsupported by existing programming models. While threads area
commonly used device for expressing concurrency, the high resource usage and scalability limits
of many thread implementations has led developers to prefer an eventdriven approach[2,5].
Node was created by Ryan Dahl in 2009, and its growth is sponsored by Joyent. The original
goal of node was to create the ability to make websites with push capabilities as seen in several
web applications(Gmail etc.) Node is influenced by systems like Ruby's 
Event Machine and
Python's 
Twisted
. Node takes the event model further by presenting the event loop as a language
construct instead of as a library.

1.3

Motivation

Web servers must be able to handle multiple users at the same time. The traditional approach,
using one thread per request, for example: Apache uses this approach in its multi processing
module 
Worker MPM, 
has some drawbacks. 
Regardless of how well the threaded server is
crafted as the number of threads in a system grows, the operating system overhead(scheduling
and aggregate memory footprint) increases. This approach limits the number of clients that can
simultaneously connect to the server. The 
C10K problem
(Concurrent 10,000 connections)[7],
which refers to the problem of optimizing web server software to handle a large number of
clients at the same time, is most notable.
Eventdriven systems tend to be robust to load, with little degradation in throughput as offered
load increases beyond that which the system can deliver. The throughput exceeds that of their
threaded counterparts, but more importantly does not degrade with increased concurrency[2].
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Concurrency is explicit in the event driven approach, programmers can make use of application
specific knowledge to reorder event processing for prioritization or efficiency reasons
Node has a single execution thread with no waiting on I/O or context witching. Instead, I/O calls
set up request handling functions that work with the event loop to dispatch events when some
things becomes available. Program execution is expected to quickly return to the event loop for
dispatching the next immediately runable task. JavaScript is an excellent fit for this approach
because it supports event callbacks. For example, when a browser completely loads a document,
a user clicks a button, or an AJAX request is fulfilled, an event triggers a callback. JavaScript's
functional nature makes it extremely easy to create anonymous function objects that can be
registered as event handlers. Also having the same language on both the serverside and
clientside has immense benefits.
1.4 Outline
In Chapter 1, we provide an overview of Nodejs. In Chapter 2, a survey of the two most
prevalent strategies for handling concurrency in modern systems: 
threads 
and 
events, is given.
We first explore the thread based server architecture, highlighting the issues in scalability, such
as the C10K problem of this approach, in large scale applications. We then provide an overview
of the eventdriven server architecture.
In Chapter 3, we discuss the JavaScript language, the features that make it suitable for
eventdrive I/O. An overview of Node's architecture is provided. The eventbased concurrency
model used in Node is explored. We also discuss the essential middleware that are most
commonly used in a Node application. Furthermore, the advantages of using Node and
serverside JavaScript are listed and later the challenges that Node faces are highlighted.
Finally, we conclude the report by showing that the event driven, nonblocking I/O Model is
efficient for building scalable web applications.
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2. Concurrency in Web Servers
There are traditionally two major server architectures, based on: 
threads and 
events
. In this
chapter we introduce and evaluate these architectures from a scalability point of view.
2.1 Thread Based Server Architecture
The threadbased approach basically associates each incoming connection with a separate thread.
In this way, synchronous blocking I/O is the natural way of dealing with I/O. It is a common
approach that is well supported by many programming languages. it also leads to a straight
forward programming model, because all tasks necessary for request handling can be coded
sequentially. Moreover, it provides a simple abstraction by isolating requests and hiding
concurrency. Real concurrency is achieved by employing multiple threads/processes at the same
time.
The popular Apache web server provides a robust multiprocessing module that implements a
hybrid multiprocess multithreaded server. By using threads to serve requests, it is able to serve
a large number of requests with fewer system resources than a processbased server. However, it
retains much of the stability of a processbased server by keeping multiple processes available,
each with many threads.
Conceptually, multiprocessing and multithreaded architectures share the same principles: each
new connection is handled by a dedicated activity(process or thread).
2.1.1 MultiProcess Architecture
The traditional approach to network servers is the processperconnection model, using dedicated
processes for handling a connection[8]. This model was used in CERN httpd, the first HTTP
server. The creation of process is a costly operation and servers often employ a strategy called
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preforking. The heavyweight structure of a process limits then maximum number of
simultaneous connections. The multiprocess architecture provides only limited scalability for
concurrent requests.
2.1.2 MultiThreaded Architecture
With the advent of threading libraries, server architectures have emerged that have replaced the
heavyweight processes

with

more lightweight threads. Effectively, they employ a

threadperconnection model. Multithreaded approach, although follows the same principles, is
different in terms of the lightweight structures of thread. Compared to the memory size of an
entire process, a thread consumes limited memory. Also, threads require less resource for
creating and termination.
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Figure 2.1: 
A multithreaded architecture that makes use of an acceptor thread[4].

It is common practice to place a single acceptor thread in front of a pool of threads for
connection handling[8], as shown in fig 4.2. Thread pools are a common way of bounding the
maximum number of threads inside the server. The acceptor blocks for new socket connections,
accepts connections and dispatches them to the worker pool and continues. The worker pool
provides a set of threads that handle incoming requests. Worker threads are either handling
requests or waiting for new requests to process.
2.1.3 Issues of Scalability in MultiThreaded Architectures
Regardless of how well the threaded server is crafted, as the number of threads in a system
grows, operating system overhead(scheduling and aggregate memory footprint) increases,
leading to a decrease in the overall performance of the system. There is typically a maximum
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number of threads 
T' that a given system can support, beyond which performance degradation
occurs[2].

Figure 2.2: 
Threaded server throughput degradation: (This benchmark has a very fast client issuing
many concurrent150byte tasks over a single TCP connection to a threaded server with per task latency
= 50ms on a 167 MHz UltraSPARC running Solaris 5.6).
As the number of concurrent T increases,

throughput increases until T >= T', after which the throughput of system degrades substantially[2].

Under heavy load, a multithreaded server consumes large amounts of memory(due to single
thread stack for each connection), and context switching causes considerable losses of CPU time.
An indirect penalty thereof is increased chance of CPU cache misses. Reducing the absolute
number of threads increases perthread performance, but limits the overall scalability in terms of
maximum simultaneous connections.
2.1.4 C10K Problem
The C10k problem refers to the problem of optimizing web server software to handle a large
number of clients at the same time (hence the name C10k  concurrent ten thousand connections)
[7].
The problem was published by Kegel in seminal article in 1999, proclaiming that "it is time for
web servers to handle ten thousand clients simultaneously". It is observed that the thread based
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approach has the disadvantage of using a whole stack frame for each client, which costs memory.
This can lead to 
outofmemory errors. Several asynchronous I/O methods are then surveyed with
their effect on scaling for solving this problem.

2.2 EventDriven Server Architecture
As an alternative to synchronous blocking I/O, the eventdriven approach is also common in
server architectures. Due to the asynchronous/nonblocking call semantics, other models than the
previously outlined threadperconnection model is needed. A common model is the mapping of
a single thread to multiple connections. The thread then handles all occurring events form I/O
operations of these connections and requests. As shown in Fig 2.3, new events are queued and
the thread executes a socalled event loop  dequeuing events from the queue, processing the
event, then taking the next event or waiting for new events to be pushed .
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Figure 2.3:
This conceptual model shows the internals of an eventdriven architecture. A single
threaded event loop consumes events after event from the queue and sequentially executes associated
event handler coded[4].

Processing an event either requires registered event handler code for specific events, or it is
based on the execution of a callback associated to the event in advance. The different states of
the connections handled by a thread are organized in appropriate data structures  either
explicitly using finite state machines or implicitly via closures of callbacks. As a result, the
control flow of an application following the eventdriven style is somehow inverted. Instead of
sequential operations, an eventdriven program uses a cascade of asynchronous calls and
callbacks that get executed on events.
Having a single thread running an event loop and waiting for I/O notifications has a different
impact on scalability than the threadbased approach. Not associating connections and threads
does dramatically decrease the number of threads of the server  in an extreme case, down to the
single eventlooping plus some OS kernel threads for I/O. We thereby get rid of the overhead of
excessive context switching[5].
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Event driven systems tend to be robust to load, with little degradation in throughput as offered
load increases beyond that which the system can deliver[2]. If the handling of events and
bundling of task state is efficient, the peak throughput can be high. Figure 2.4 shows the
throughput achieved on an eventdriven implementation of the network service as a function of
the load. The throughput exceeds that of the threaded server, but most importantly does not
degrade with increased concurrency.

Figure 2.4: 
EventDriven Server throughput:(Using same benchmark setup as of Figure 2.2) This figure
shows the eventdriven server's throughput as a function of the number of tasks in the pipeline. The
throughput fattens in excess of that of the threaded server as the system saturates, and the throughput
does not degrade with increased concurrent load[2].
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3. Fundamentals of Nodejs
Node is a platform for building eventdriven networking programs, e.g. web servers. It provides
the developer with a JavaScript runtime and libraries to write applications. The
JavaScriptruntime is V8; the same engine that is used by Google's web browser Chrome. V8
uses dynamic machine code generation to achieve high performance[9]. Listing 3.1 shows a
trivial hello world server implemented in Node.

Listing 3.1: Hello World web server in Node

Unlike other modern environments, a Node process doesn't rely on multithreading to support
concurrent execution of business logic; it's based on an asynchronous I/O eventing model. The
Node server process can be thought of as a singlethreaded daemon that embeds the JavaScript
engine to support customization[10]. This is different from most eventing systems for other
programming languages, which come in the form of libraries. Node supports the eventing model
at the language level.
3.1 JavaScript
JavaScript, constructed by Brendan Eich at Netscape in 1995, was conceived as the scripting
language of Netscape's browser 
Navigator. 
JavaScript has since then become the clientside
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scripting language of the web and is one of the most wide spread languages, all modern browsers
with a JavaScriptengine and almost all PCs have atleast one browser installed.
Javascript's syntax is inspired by C and java, but the inner working of the language are inspired
by scheme[11]. It features prototypebased inheritance model and functions are first class
objects. It also features lambdas i.e. anonymous functions[12].
3.1.1 Closures
Functions may exist inside of functions and be returned as "
first class objects
" to some variable
outside the function it was first constructed in. When this happens a new 
closure is created. A
closure is a data structure containing a function and a referencing environment for the nonlocal
variables for that function[13].

Listing 3.2: 
Closure

Listing 3.2 shows the function 
create_adderwhich creates an inner(anonymous function) and
returns it. The inner function can be invoked later, when 
create_adderhas returned and it will
still have access tox.
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3.1.2 Serverside JavaScript
Netscape introduced an implementation of the language for serverside scripting with Netscape
Enterprise Sever, in December 1994. Although, JavaScript is the most popular language on the
client side, it isn't dominant on the server side. Since the mid2000s, there has been a
proliferation of serverside Javascript implementations. Rhino, an open source JavaScript engine,
managed by Mozilla Foundation, is intended to be used in serverside applications. Several other
implementations like 10gen, Apache Sling etc exist. Node is one recent notable example of
serverside JavaScript.

3.2 Nodejs Architecture
Figure 3.1 provides a high level overview of the components of Node. V8 is the JavaScript
engine, 
libeio handles an internal thread pool which is used to make synchronous POSIXcalls
asynchronous to the event loop. Asynchronous file system is not used, instead blocking I/O is
performed in its own thread, so it is non blocking to the event loop in Node. 
libev is the event
loop. Node bindings are some thin C++ bindings that expose the API of the underlying
components to JavaScript.
Node's standard library exposed operating system features such as handling file system, sockets,
processes and timers. The standard library also has functionality for events, buffers and simple
DNS and HTTP requests.
Node uses techniques like 
kqueue, select, epollto get notifications from the operating
system when new connections are incoming and then dispatch new events to the programmer to
handle with handlers.
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Figure 3.1: 
Node Architecture[14]

3.3 Concurrent Programming With Nodejs
A Node server process, runs single threaded, yet can serve many clients concurrently. As shown
in Fig 3.2, There is an implicit main loop around the code. No actual I/O, let alone businesslogic
processing, happens in the loop body. I/O related events trigger the actual processing, such as a
connection being made or bytes being sent or received from a socket, file or external system.
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Figure 3.2: 
The Node Event loop

With node developers can easily build a highperformance, asynchronous, eventdriven network
server with modest resource requirements. The program's main flow is determined by the
functions that are explicitly called. These functions never block on I/O, but rather register
appropriate handlers. There is no explicit blocking call to invoke the event loop. The event loop
concept is so core to Node's behavior that it's hidden in the implementation. In addition, making
asynchronous I/O the default forces developers to adopt the asynchronous model from the start.
This is one of the main difference between Node and using asynchronous I/O in other
programming environments.
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Listing 3.3
: A simple streaming HTTP file server. Chunks of the file are read from disk and sent to the
client using HTTP's "chunked" transfer encoding[10].

Listing 3.3 is a slightly more complex variant of the simplistic HTTP server. It parsed the URI
from an HTTP request and maps the URI's path component to a filename on the server. The file
is read in small chunks rather than all at once. In certain situations, the function provided for the
scenario as callback is invoked. Example situations include when the file system layer is ready to
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hand a number of bytes to the application, when the file has been read completely, or when some
kind of error occurs.

3.4 Nodejs Ecosystem: Essential Packages
Node is one of the betterknown frameworks and environments that support serverside
JavaScript development. The community has created a whole ecosystem of libraries for, or
compatible with, Node.
3.4.1 npm  A package manager for Nodejs
npm is a package manager for Node that is run through the command line and manages
dependencies for an application. It is the predominant package manager for Node. Modules for
Node can be downloaded as source and assembled manually for use. npm provides a simpler
alternative, it is the standard package manager for Node and greatly simplifies the management
of these modules.
3.4.2 Overview of Some Popular Packages
Table 3.1: An overview of some useful Node packages

Cluster

Connect

It is an extensible multicore server manager for Node. It starts up a
configurable set of child processes, restarting them in case of a crash, and
has extensive logging, commandline control utilities, and statistics
Connect is a 
middleware framework for node. It includes over 18 essential
middleware and a rich selection of 3rdparty middleware. Some essential
middleware are
● logger 
 request logger with custom format support
● basicAuth 
 basic http authentication
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● json 
 application/json parser
● session 
 session management support.
Express

Socket.IO

Underscore

Express is a web application framework for Node. It provides a skeleton
on which to build, handling many of the mundane and ubiquitous aspects
of development so as to focus on the functionality unique to the
application. Its built on top of the 
Connect 
middleware.
Websockets is a relatively new technology that enables bidirectional,
realtime communication directly from within a client to a server
application, and back again. Socket.IO aims to make realtime applications
portable, blurring the differences between the different transport
mechanisms.
Underscore provides utility functions for Node. It provides a lot of
extender JavaScript functionality that are found with other libraries such as
jQuery. Underscore provides around 80 functions that support 
map,
select, invoke 
 as well as specialized helpers.

3.5 Advantages of Nodejs
3.5.1 JavaScript
JSON(JavaScript Object Notation) is the native representation of objects in JavaScript and one
of the most common formats when sending data via AJAX.
A programmer working on both front and back end will not have to switch between two
languages. Switching between different tasks or languages is considered a high cost for a
programmer and may decrease productivity[15].
Code reuse with the same code running both on the serverside and on the client side, in the
browser is possible when the language on both sides is the same.
JavaScript comes with some language features that make it suitable to write eventdriven
applications. The first is 
closures which automates the saving of state on the stack. JavaScript
can make callbacks because it has anonymous functions
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3.5.2 Nodejs
One of the advantages of Node over other eventdriven frameworks is that Node has a builtin
event loop. All available modules and libraries use it. This makes working with multiple parts in
an asynchronous program a lot easier[16].
When using Node in the eventdriven paradigm is the natural way to do things. As long as the
programmer as the programmer does not do anything blocking the performance and scaling will
come from the platform.
3.6 Challenges
Node is a young platform, current version being v0.8.14, at the time of this writing. Thus it is
constantly evolving. Deployment is an area where there are many alternatives, but none of them
are well tested. The fact that it is new and untested in large environments can also be a risk factor
for businesses.
In Node there is no loose coupling between the web server and the web application. Loosely
coupled architecture has proved itself to be maintainable.
Asynchronous eventdriven programming is a new concept to many developers and it can take to
get used to and get fully productive with. Debugging becomes difficult, as stack traces no longer
represent the control flow for the processing of a particular task.
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4. Conclusions
We claim that concurrency is crucial for scalability, which in turn is inherently critical for
largescale architectures. The growth of prevalence of webbased applications thus require both
scalable architectures and appropriate concurrent programming.
We provide a detailed overview of the techniques being used for concurrency, namely 
threads
and 
events
. We evaluate the different approaches by introducing the general architectures and the
corresponding patterns in use. Multithreaded server using a threadperconnection model are
easy to implement and follow a simple strategy. Under heavy load, a multithreaded web server
consumes large amounts of memory(due to a single thread stack for each connection), and
constant context switching considerable losses of CPU time. Events, allows programmers to
manage concurrency explicitly by structuring code as a singlethreaded handler that reacts to
events. Eventdriven systems tend to be robust to load, with little degradation in throughput as
offered load increases.
We introduce Node, a platform built on Google's V8 engine, used for building fast, scalable
network applications. It uses JavaScript to write serverside code, we argue that Serverside
JavaScript is a logical step, enabling the use of single programming language for all aspects of a
Webbased distributed application. We discuss the eventdriven, nonblocking I/O model that
makes it lightweight and efficient, ideal for dataintensive realtime applications that run across
distributed devices. Node is constantly evolving and has a large community that contributes with
essential packages and modules.
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